INSTRUCTOR’S GUIDES

HISTORY / BIBLE / LITERATURE

BIBLE
Sonlight’s curriculum reflects a Christian
worldview and you’ll find references to Scripture
and Biblical ideas throughout your studies. The
goal is to help you and your children read,
memorize and talk about Scripture so that God’s
word becomes woven into the fabric of your lives.

Get a three-week sample of any
Sonlight Instructor’s Guide—FREE!

sonlight.com/samples
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Unique to the History / Bible /
Literature (HBL) Instructor’s Guide:
1

TRY BEFORE
YOU BUY!

1

2

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Each IG includes various types of discussion
questions—including review, comprehension, and
open-ended questions—with answers. Focus on
the key points, maximize your time, and assess
how well your children understand what they’re
learning.
3

AN EASY RECORD-KEEPING SYSTEM
With space to record completion dates, your
student’s initials, extra notes and even extra
subjects—all your records will be in one place
for reporting. »

Sonlight is faith-based and user-friendly:
Flip to the appropriate Instructor’s Guide, pull the
necessary books, grab the necessary supplies,
and get going. It only took a few weeks for all of
us to get our bearings with our new homeschool
life and schedule. The simplicity of the organized
curriculum really made the transition as smooth
as possible.” shares Sarah R of Loveland, CO.

PEEK INSIDE A SONLIGHT IG
Sonlight Instructor’s Guides include complete lesson plans
and notes for the entire year! Download a free sample online.

2

sonlight.com/instructors-guide
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TEACHING TIPS
See the rationale and educational philosophy behind
Sonlight’s methods and activities. Each IG includes
detailed teaching tips, explains assignments,
provides extra information about important topics
and provides support to discuss difficult content.
With Sonlight’s IG’s you’ll get the most from the
materials so you can teach with confidence!
5

TIMELINE & MAP ACTIVITIES
Put your learning in chronological and geographical
context. Timeline activities tell you when to add
people, events, and dates to your Timeline Book.
Map activities help you plot the places you visit in
your reading. Your kids will plot points on their
Markable Map and you have all the answers in the
included map key.

7
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HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES
In the younger years, you’ll find optional handson activities designed to deepen your students’
understanding of history and offer concrete
evidence of learning.

8

VOCABULARY AND CULTURAL
LITERACY NOTES
Find clear definitions for important vocabulary
that appears in your reading. Enjoy useful Cultural
Literacy notes that add depth to your reading and
explain things students probably don’t know (e.g.,
what a hoop skirt looks like).
7
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NOTES
Extensive teaching notes help you instruct your
students with excellence, and ensure that they grasp
key concepts. Notes provide counter-balancing
arguments, clarification, further explanations, and
commentary.
The IG notes also offer warnings about specific
books or difficult content, so you can discuss
important issues—such as racism and poverty—with
thoughtfulness.
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FLEXIBLE FORMAT
Because many families end up ahead or behind in a
subject—at least occasionally—the IGs are structured
for maximum flexibility. The IG is a guide, not a
taskmaster. As you become comfortable teaching
your children, you can skip or alter assignments to fit
your family’s unique needs.
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In the high school levels, each course comes
with both a Parent Guide and a Student Guide.
10 STUDENT GUIDE

10

The Student Guide contains discussion and
thought questions, ranging from basic
comprehension to college-level analysis.
11 PARENT GUIDE

The Parent Guide contains all the same notes
and questions, and also includes answers to
the questions.

Day
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Chapters 19–24

idea that nations with military power should conquer
those with less power

18. Why were most cases of delayed stress syndrome

among ground troops? [chap. 28]  they could see the
many people who died because of them

9. According to the author, why did the USG decide to

build a navy? What was the outcome? [chap. 20]  for
imperialistic reasons to gain more land; US soldiers took
Cuba and the Philippines from weak Spain

19. Why does the author consider the Spanish-American

war so strategic? [chap. 29]  “Americans embraced the
belief that the USG has the right and duty to meddle in
other countries;” and that we should always view reasons
for war with skepticism

10. Do you think the U.S. is an “indispensable nation”?

[chap. 20]  answers will vary

In Switzerland, all males must serve in the military (and
women may do so voluntarily), and are required to maintain weapons at home; and, they must attend refresher
training each year; their military is ready and prepared at
all times to defend their land. [chap. 21]

20. How did the U.S. gain the land it needed to build the

Panama Canal? [chap. 30]  it supported the Panamanian rebels and helped them secede from Columbia; it
wrongly used its might to overcome a smaller nation

21. What does the author mean when he says, “helping

crooks and tyrants?” What is the outcome? [chap. 31] 
“During the 20th century, every President sent American
troops to far corners of the globe, usually not to defend
liberty, but to train, equip, or provide other kinds of help
to the armed forces of crooks and tyrants.” “All these
governments have enemies, so now their enemies are our
enemies.”

The author seems to tie the Swiss model to guerrilla
warfare. With armed citizens, all the people can defend
their property from invading forces. Rather than functioning as a standing army that relies on leadership to function, individuals can fight back at will. [chap. 21]
11. What military model does the author find successful

and why? [chap. 21]  the guerrilla model; you need
fewer soldiers and just a few soldiers can immobilize an
army of conventional soldiers

12. How has Switzerland managed to stay out of European

Wars? [chap. 22]  all adults are trained as part of the
nation’s militia; sharpshooting is a national pastime;
all are trained to kill the leaders first; every home has a
bomb shelter in the basement, the highways have long
sections that also function as military airstrips, tunnels
can function as airplane hangers, and they store food and
ammunition to outlast any invaders
[chap. 23]  they are independent and don’t rely on leaders to survive

14. Why is guerrilla warfare so hard to solders to combat?

[chap. 24]  when soldiers kill civilians out of frustration,
they lose the will to fight; they know morally they are acting unjustly

Day
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Chapters 25–31

To Discuss After You Read

Get a three-week sample of any
Sonlight Instructor’s Guide—FREE!

USG? [chap. 27]  its conquest and ill-treatment of other
peoples due to the incorrect idea of “The White Man’s
Burden”

8. What does Manifest Destiny mean? [chap. 19]  the

13. What additional advantage do guerrilla forces have?

TRY BEFORE
YOU BUY!

17. According to the author, why do many nations hate the

To Discuss After You Read

15. Do you think the USG behaved morally in the Philip-

pines? [chap. 25]  answers will vary

16. What is the idea behind the term, “the ugly American?”

Timeline and Map Points

Spanish American War (1898)
Kosovo { (map 1)
Indonesia E; Vietnam R; Taiwan T; Korea Y (map 3)
Panama W; Columbia E; Antigua R (map 4)
Afghanistan Q; Iran W; Iraq E (map 6)
Sudan Q; Congo W; Zimbabwe E (map 7)
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Chapters 32–38
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I chose Sonlight because
several of my friends used it
and recommended it. I liked
the fact that it was literaturebased. Boy, am I glad I made
that choice! The Instructor’s
Guides made teaching less
intimidating because it included
specific instruction on what to
teach when. It was engaging
and helpful. I liked how the IG
laid out the lesson plans, so that
all I had to do was determine
which parts of the plan we would
implement each day/week. This
made teaching much less stressful
for me!” explains Deborah G of
Orlando, FL.

11

To Discuss After You Read

22. What does the author mean by “usual suspects”? [chap.

32]  the same nine nations are often involved in wars
because they have all embraced the “deadly ideas that
lead to war”

23. Why were the Boxer Rebellion and the Russo-Japanese

War significant? [chap. 33]  when Japan won, it was
the first time an Asian nation defeated a European power;
both were a fight to gain independence from invading
forces, and Japan’s imitation of stealing territory

24. Name the nations that allied with each other in WWI.

[chap. 34]  the Central powers (and the Axis powers in
WWII): Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy; the Allies:
Russia, France, Britain, and Serbia

[chap. 26]  “the belief that we are superior to the rest of
the world and have the right to force our ways onto them”
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WHERE WILL YOUR SONLIGHT
STUDIES TAKE YOU?

sonlight.com/scope-and-sequence
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